Division for Diversity and Inclusion

Scholar 2 Scholar: SUPPLEMENTAL TUITION AND RESEARCH TRAINING FOR UNDERREPRESENTED POPULATIONS

Partnering Underrepresented Students to Opportunity and Education at Missouri State University

Faculty Scholar 2 Scholar Request Form

_________________________________________  ________________________________
Faculty Name                                     Position

_________________________________________
Department

_________________________________________  ________________________________
Phone Number                                     E-mail

Brief Description of Research Agenda:

Preferred Interests or Major for Scholar 2 Scholar Research Assistant:

Please note that one of the primary goals is to provide students experience(s) that develops their understanding of your academic research.

Please return your Scholar 2 Scholar Request to the Office of the Vice President for Diversity and Inclusion, Carrington Hall, 302. For questions, please contact Dr. Adena Young-Jones, Diversity Fellow at AYoung@MissourState.edu.